
File a Formal Complaint - Glen Morgan  
 

Glen Morgan reported via the portal (17 Jul 2019) 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

It has come to my attention that the Alliance for Gun Responsibility ERP Committee PAC during the 

2016 campaign session violated Washington State’s campaign finance laws (RCW 42.17A).   

 

 

1) Accepting Illegal Over limit Anonymous Contributions (Violation of RCW 42.17A.220 (4)) 

 

This PAC violated Washington State’s campaign finance laws by accepting more than $300 in 

anonymous contributions from donors.  Specifically, it appears that they accepted $874 in 

anonymous contributions (apparently from one source), which is $574 more than the allowable 

anonymous contribution limit defined in RCW 42.17A.220 (4).   

 

 

Upon reviewing the expenditures by this candidate’s political committee, there is no evidence 

supporting any claim these funds were eschewed to the Treasury of the State of Washington as is 

required in law. Therefore this is a violation of the statute, and these funds should be immediately 

forfeited to the Washington State Treasury. 

 

I have attached the relevant C3 reports which provide the detail on the anonymous contributions 

received by this committee during the 2016 campaign.  This committee must forfeit $574 to the 

Washington State Treasury immediately.  In this way, these funds can be squandered along with 

the rest of the general fund tax dollars, but at least this forfeiture of anonymous dark money funds 

may discourage others from attempting to hide their anonymous, secretive, dark money in this 

political campaign. 

 

This committee should be warned about not taking secretive, dark money anonymously to fund 

political campaigns. This is a serious violation of Washington’s State campaign finance laws and 

counter to the spirit and intention of transparency in the political process. 

 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions on this matter. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Glen Morgan 

 

https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13016106447
https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13016106447
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